terns to rivalry is hindered by the fact that a pair of ers, 1995). However, under some circumstances, the stimuli that have conflicting global patterns will also differences between the two eyes cannot be reconciled have different local image features. Our solution was a and the visual system is faced with the conflicting infornovel stimulus design with global patterns composed mation from the two eyes. One solution to competing of a matrix of local elements. Stimuli of this type were information between the two eyes is binocular rivalry, a pioneered by David Navon in testing global shape preceperceptual alternation between the two eyes' images.
tion" signals generate rivalry?). The prediction being that pure motion cannot induce rivalry, which was supported by the findings of Ramachandran (1991) but later challenged by Blake and colleagues (1998). The difficulty in answering this question again lies in the construction of the stimuli. The problem is that for most conflicting dichoptic motion stimuli, the two eyes also receive conflicting information along other dimensions, often form. Thus, it is difficult to assess whether motion rivalry is generated by competing motion signals, or if it is simply a dynamic version of form rivalry. The matrix stimuli introduced in this study provide an opportunity to test if conflicting motion, in the absence of other conflicting measured experimentally, such as the mean dominance time, rate of perceptual switching, etc. Since the goal of the present study is to determine whether competing global motion conflicts defined by the nonrivalrous local global information between the two eyes can generate elements could generate binocular rivalry.
binocular rivalry, the variable of interest is the proportion It is generally believed that two images with different of the time that rivalry is experienced for various stimuli. forms presented on corresponding regions of the two
This measure provides an index of the effectiveness of eyes' retinae lead to binocular rivalry. Virtually all experia stimulus to generate binocular rivalry. If the rivalry ments involving binocular rivalry use stimuli that involve mechanism is sensitive to a conflict in the stimuli, then some variation of conflicting form, ranging from the simthe rivalry mechanism will engage and binocular rivalry plest of stimuli (e.g., horizontal versus vertical gratings) will be experienced. If the rivalry mechanism is not sensithrough images with very complex structure (e.g., face tive to a conflict, then subjects will not experience rivalry versus house). It is not clear, however, whether conflicts and some sort of integration will occur. at these different levels are all potent in generating binocular rivalry. As shown in Figure 1 , the global conflicts between the two eyes arise after one integrates the local Global Form Conflict and Binocular Rivalry First, using two uniform squares presented to the two elements to form explicit representations of a horizontal and a vertical grating, or an X and an O. It is obvious eyes on dark background, we determined experimentally an interocular luminance range that was insufficient that the X and the O have different forms, but can they generate rivalry when the elements themselves are not to generate binocular rivalry. This range, however, was more than sufficient to generate a perceptually salient rivalrous? In the first series of experiments, we tested if competing global form representations of the two eyes' global pattern. The luminance of the elements that formed the letters was set to the maximum value of this stimuli are sufficient to induce binocular rivalry. Specifically, we queried if at the neural site(s) of binocular range and the luminance of the remaining elements was set to the minimum value. As a control condition, the rivalry, are the differences between X and O registered as such? first pair of stimuli was an X and an O in their conventional form (Figure 2A (Figure 2) . Apparently, the global X and O patterns in the two eyes pathway may not be subject to interocular rivalry (He et al., 2005) . Generally speaking, it is believed that the were insufficient to generate binocular rivalry. Note, the differences between the images presented in the first magnocellular pathway mediates fast temporal events such as motion perception, while the parvocellular pathexperiment and the second experiment are very small (Figures 2A and 2B, top ), yet the perceptual conseway mediates the perception of form Hubel, 1987, 1988; Schiller et al., 1990 ). An outstanding quences are striking (Figures 2A and 2B, bottom) . to examine the contribution of motion, specifically global motion, to the induction of binocular rivalry. In the previperceiving binocular rivalry, and it was not the reason that little rivalry was experienced in the condition shown ous section, we have shown that conflicting global patterns in the two eyes do not generate binocular rivalry. in Figure 2B .
Finally, to demonstrate the critical importance of the In the next set of experiments, a motion component was added to the stimulus by sequentially modulating the local image feature conflicts to rivalry, as well as to further demonstrate that having matched lines does not luminance of local elements. Using this dynamic version of the matrix stimulus, we tested if competing global subjects mostly perceived a grating pattern that rocked back and forth, rarely traveling in one direction for more motion signals could generate rivalry with the assurance that form conflicts in the stimulus were not a contributthan half a cycle. The results of these experiments indicate that global motion signals also are not capable of ing factor.
We first verified that the form conflicts between the generating binocular rivalry. In addition to simple linear motion, we also tested two grating stimuli would not generate rivalry if presented using the matrix. The stimuli were two orthogonal complex motion patterns. 
